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Flying Eye Radio Network Launches Mid-week Podcast
It's The Humpday Funkstification
"Call On God, But Row Away From The Rocks."
Hunter S. Thompson, American Philosopher

Eugene, Oregon, January 27, 2016 - Funk and soul has long been a staple for Flying Eye Radio Network, mixed in on a regular basis with all the
other colors of the rainbow. However, mixing in the funk and soul just was not enough, so we decided that an entire hour or so every week would
allow the exploration of some wide ranging artists like Parliament/Funkadelic, Tower of Power, War, J.J. Grey & Mofro, The Brothers Johnson, The
Meters and many more. They will now receive more, well deserved attention every week. If it’s got a funky beat you will hear it on this program.
This does not mean it will be left off the menu of the other Flying Eye programs (Music Gumbo and Music Massage). They will always be in the mix,
but they deserve featured attention. Hosting this hump day Funkstification will be Grand Poohbah and founder of Flying Eye Radio, Andy Goldfinger.
During the past 9 years Goldfinger has posted over 400 podcasts on Flying Eye, and interviewed a myriad of people including Graham Nash, Mike
Campbell, Steve Lukather, Mike Finnigan (Bonnie Raitt, Crosby, Stills & Nash), Albert Lee, Rosie Flores, Joe Bonamassa, Al Anderson (Original
Wailers), Ozomatli, Paul Barrere, Bill Payne & Kenny Gradney of Little Feat (separate & together), David Lindley, Coco Montoya, and Billy Vera to
name a few. The Flying Eye Blog (blog.flyingeye.com) launched last summer has become incredibly popular and an integral part of the station.
Flying Eye Radio Network is an Internet radio station which began broadcasting in 2007 and now broadcasts across 70 countries, and 49 of the 52
United States. Flying Eye broadcasts the entire spectrum of musical colors, every single type of music is represented on the Flying Eye Radio
Network. Jazz, rock, hip hop, R & B, country, rockabilly, and classical are just some of the pieces that make up this musical puzzle. It's NEW
music, live music, and vinyl music. The lines of music are not blurred they are erased. There is no list, and there is no one telling anyone what to
play or what not to play. Flying Eye also features numerous unsigned/independent artists and makes a concerted effort to ensure their music has a
captive audience on a regular basis. We are The Antidote to Commercial Radio.
Each musical week begins on Monday with the Monday Music Massage, just what is needed to ease you into the work week after the weekend.
Wednesday finds an hour of humpday funk to get you through the rest of the week. Friday Music Gumbo offers up a potpourri of musical comestibles
that encompass the entire musical spectrum. It's all the colors of the rainbow served up by our musical consigliere, Flying Eye Radio Network
founder and Grand Poohbah, Andy Goldfinger. The FlyLow show hosted by Dusty Street, semi live from the Rock n Roll Hall of Fame's Alan Freed
Studio in Cleveland is also featured, health permitting. Over the years interviews have been an integral part of Flying Eye and have included
Graham Nash, Mike Campbell, Former New York Yankee Bernie Williams, Albert Lee, Ian Hunter, Joe Bonamassa, Rosie Flores, David Lindley, Bill
Payne, Kenny Gradney, Paul Barrere, Coco Montoya, Ozomatli, Jimmy Vivino and more…
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